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Handbook of Network and System AdministrationElsevier Limited, 2007
System administration is about the design, running and maintenance of human-computer systems. Examples of human-computer systems include business enterprises, service institutions and any extensive machinery that is operated by, or interacts with human beings.  System administration is often thought of as the technological side of a system: the...
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What is Mathematical Logic?Dover Publications, 1990
This lively introduction to mathematical logic, easily accessible to non-mathematicians, offers an historical survey, coverage of predicate calculus, model theory, Godel’s theorems, computability and recursivefunctions, consistency and independence in axiomatic set theory, and much more. Suggestions for Further Reading. Diagrams.
...
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Computability: Turing, Gödel, Church, and BeyondMIT Press, 2013

	In the 1930s a series of seminal works published by Alan Turing, Kurt Gödel, Alonzo Church, and others established the theoretical basis for computability. This work, advancing precise characterizations of effective, algorithmic computability, was the culmination of intensive investigations into the foundations of mathematics. In the...
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Computability and Complexity Theory (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2001

	The theory of computing provides computer science with concepts, models, and formalisms for reasoning about both the resources needed to carry out computations and the efficiency of the computations that use these resources. It provides tools to measure the difficulty of combinatorial problems both absolutely and in comparison with other...
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Models of Computation: Exploring the Power of ComputingAddison Wesley, 1998
Your book fills the gap which all of us felt existed too long. Congratulations on this excellent contribution to our field."

--Jan van Leeuwen, Utrecht University

"This is an impressive book. The subject has been thoroughly researched and carefully presented. All the machine models central to the modern theory of...
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Introduction to Mathematical LogicPrinceton Press, 1996

	Logic is sometimes called the foundation of mathematics: the logician studies the kinds of reasoning used in the individual steps of a proof. Alonzo Church was a pioneer in the field of mathematical logic, whose contributions to number theory and the theories of algorithms and computability laid the theoretical foundations of computer...
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Algorithms and Theory of Computation Handbook (Chapman & Hall/CRC Applied Algorithms and Data Structures series)CRC Press, 1998

	This comprehensive compendium of algorithms and data structures covers many theoretical issues from a practical perspective. Chapters include information on finite precision issues as well as discussions on specific algorithms where algorithmic techniques are of special importance - for example, algorithms for drawing graphs, algorithms for...
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Logical Foundations of Mathematics and Computational Complexity: A Gentle IntroductionSpringer, 2013

	The two main themes of this book, logic and complexity, are both essential for understanding the main problems about the foundations of mathematics. Logical Foundations of Mathematics and Computational Complexity covers a broad spectrum of results in logic and set theory that are relevant to the foundations, as well as the results in...
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Computability In Context: Computation and Logic in the Real WorldWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009

	Computability has played a crucial role in mathematics and computer science
	– leading to the discovery, understanding and classification of decidable/
	undecidable problems, paving the way to the modern computer era
	and affecting deeply our view of the world. Recent new paradigms of computation,
	based on biological and physical...
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An Invitation to Analytic Combinatorics: From One to Several Variables (Texts & Monographs in Symbolic Computation)Springer, 2020

	
		
			This book uses new mathematical tools to examine broad computability and complexity questions in enumerative combinatorics, with applications to other areas of mathematics, theoretical computer science, and physics. A focus on effective algorithms leads to the development of computer algebra software of use...
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Computability and Unsolvability (Mcgraw-Hill Series in Information Processing and Computers.)Dover Publications, 1985
Classic text considers general theory of computability, computable functions, operations on computable functions, Turing machines self-applied, unsolvable decision problems, applications of general theory, mathematical logic, Kleene hierarchy, computable functionals, classification of unsolvable decision problems and more.

This book is...
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The Power of Algorithms: Inspiration and Examples in Everyday LifeSpringer, 2013

	
		To examine, analyze, and manipulate a problem to the point of designing an algorithm for solving it is an exercise of fundamental value in many fields. With so many everyday activities governed by algorithmic principles, the power, precision, reliability and speed of execution demanded by users have transformed the design and...
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